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Standard references on airplane propeller chfjrncteristics are ;.'. . C. .
Report § 350 ( eick) and N.A.C. . Report 431 (Hartn;an). 71th increased
engine powers, modern types of cowling, increased nu ber of blades, higher
airplane speeds and greater en^iie-body diameters, there has been a grow;
need for investigation to extend the range of these reference-. Vhile full
scale data are desirable it is difficult to obtain them because of the
limited capacity in size and airspeed in existing wind tunnels. The research
herein reported was undertaken in order to examine the practicability of
making propeller tests on a scale model in the wind tunnel.
The model was that of a representative hip;h wing monoplane at one si
scile. The odel was complete except for landing :ear and any protruding
cockpit enclosures. The propeller diameter was 10/6 feet, the power .7as
432/J3" 12 horse power, the r ited maximum revolutions per minute were 12,030
so that the linear velocities of the blade elements were equul to those of a
full scale propeller with rated maximum^ velocity of 2,000 R, P. : .. Since the
lengths of chord of blade were one sixth full scale the propeller was operating
at a Reynold's Number of one sixth the Reynold's Number of the full scale
propeller. The blade form was exactly that of a Hamilton Standard lAl-0
propeller to one sixth scale.
The tests made fill into two classe s.
1. Production of working charts to determine the propulsive efficiency of
two and tliree blsded prooellers at various blade angles, velocities and
powers.
2. Investigation of the effect of slipstream on the performance and static




The principal advantages of a powered model test over a full scale flight
tent are ease of control and facility in measuring the forces and moments develooec
In the wind tunnel, pov?er output results are read on the external balance system
as in a normal wind tunnel test. The Q.A.L.C. I.T. six component system is shown
in Figure 1. Here, air velocity, geometrical angle of attack, thrust, drag, lift
and moments are "measured. The measurement of power input is more complicated and
is accomplished by means of a revolution co nter and a torque meter.
The revolution counting 3ystem
s
or timing circuit, shown in 7i~ure '6 t consists
of a pendulum actuated, multiple relay circuit which counts the motor revolutions
over an accurate time interval of about ten seconds. The timing system -.7as calib-
rated for each run against a crystal controlled ac urate fifty cycle current.
The location and functioning of the torque meter is shown diagrarmntically in
Figure 2. The adjoining sketch shows the arrangement, used in the experiment,
of an alternating current '.teat stone Iridge for indicating torque. The torque
being developed by the propeller is onposed
in equal amount by the resisting moment
in twist developed by the torque bar. he
an^.le of twist varies the position of the
soft iron armature betv/een the pole faces
of coils (1) and (2), thus varying their
impedance. The relative change in impedance
is indicated in balancing the bridge by
means of the variable resistance. The
reading of the variable resistance of the Tieat stone 3rid--e, in ohns, is
converted to torque, in kilogram-meters, by means of a cnibr-;tion curve
constructed for 3ac run. his curve represents the mean of calibrations made







SIX COMPONENT SETUP FOR TEN FOOT WIND TUNNEL TESTS
AT GUGGENHEIM AERONAUTICS LABORATORY
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centimeters length to the stator and placing known v.-eirhts in pans suspended
from knife edges at each end. In this manner a known torque is (-riven in terms
of resistance reading.
Photographs, Figure 4., show views of the model, instrument table, narts
and torc.ue calibration arrangement.
(4)
Mopel. Disassembled Mot-oT? <£ Model- P/ku.ts
Front I/iew Three (?u^rter Vim.w
-U n
Side View Side View
TbgQuE C^liSRATion InstCo/^ent Table.
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The first problem o r the Investigation vas th determination of the char
eristic- of two and three blade d Dropellers. \ plot of initial data obtained
from tr:o bladed nrooellern, vrhen compared with the full scale data recorded by
Weick in N.A.C.a. technical Report ?350, indicated sufficient agreement between
model and full scale characteristics to warrant complete tests.
If air were an incompressible fluid, if a decree of turbulence existed in
the wind tunnel which vas exactly that of the air in which the full scale air-
plane was to fly, if propellers were made of infinitely rigid material of absol-
utely smooth surface then we might expect to get results from wind tunnel tests
which were fairly representative of geometrically similar full scale propellers.
Fairly representative because there remains an element of uncertainty as to
the effect of the presence of the wind tunnel walls on the 'low throu-h the
propeller.
An enumeration of th ^ factors wherein differences between model and i'ull
scale propeller characteristics might arise which we have considered are:-
1. Scale or Reynold's Number, rou-hness, turbulence.
2, Blade deflection.
. ~ip losses - compressibility.
4. ind tunnel wall interference.
5. uJxperiment'il error.
Keening these factors in mind let us consider the method :>f working up the
data obtained. Lift, drag, and pitching moments were measured in the standard
way by direct measurement of the forces transmitted through the model rigging
to the automatic balances. Torque developed in the pro- eller shaft was recorded
by a remote re ding dynamometer. The revolutions of th nropeller were obtained
by direct count over a time interval.
(5)
The indicate', drarwise force, In the case of power-on, is transited into
a combination of thrust nd drag. It is apparent that th^ presence of the <lip-
stren . over the model must cauae 9one chan -e in -. v .s small change In
is nicei; e^ Including It raically In the .st.
a ta .e I I •• differer. e between the dr Lng power- *?, and t
drag of th<' ro I . er off, , t oai rorc
cill effective thrust, rust inus the Li : to
nro^eller al tre :tlng over t
Powep? Our
V og > AD
Te
Te x V is then the effective thrust horse ^ower being developed by the propeller.
Againat this power output is the ^ower input represented by the tor ;ue "
multiplied by the rot^tionl velocitv '?Tm rt . Efficiency is the ratio of power
out to power in - i.e. 7^7 m y
2fmr '
It is co venient to put thrust, torque, and velocity into dimensionless co-
efficient". Since t' e velocity in the wind tunnel is recorded in corabinat
with air densitv es the dym-jnic preanure being developed in the working section,
the orm T- T
c
pV2D2 is suggested, which can be written T- Tc2qD . Likewise
for torque, » ^Zq.'S . Velocity must he considered in the advance ratio of the
propeller, JL_
.
The wind tunnel sensitive manometer records . by calibr..
nD 5
against a pitot tube traverse of the working section of the tunnel. Velocity can
be obtained from V= y2q/p where p, air density, is a function of temperat
and humidity of the air stream, barometric pressure, and gravity at the wind
tunnel.
J?




C q from Q = SpL = A ff! f . , = -L fJLf-L. -I J*
Cm and C , which are sometimes convenient, are simply Tc J
2
and \ J3 ,
Hartman's coefficients CqS and £T come out simply an lm and £cYc Zc
VThen the experiment was begun it was the opinion that some kind of pre-
liminary fairing would be essential in order to get smooth final curves.
Therefore T and wore plotted against J, and points taken it even increments
of J to solve for y and C 3# '.'11116 this method produced smooth curves a very
small displacement of the fairing caused comparatively large variations in
peak efficiencies (1 - 2'). This method Y/as discarded in favor of making a com-
plete calculation for every experimental point and plotting the point without
preliminary fairin* on the final curve sheetA This direct plotting of unfaireci
results was followed in every case except that of the three low blade angles
of the two bladed propeller where it was necessary, due to blade deflection
and tip loss, to fair r? against J before the final plot.
Having indicated the manner in which the propeller charts we.^e made up let
us return to a consideration of those factors which might affect extrapolation
to full scale.
Reynold ' s 'Tunj or
:
The actual velocities of the blade elements were made
eoual to those of full scale by increasing the rotational velocity of the prop-
eller six times (2,000 r.p.m. full scale vs, 12,000 r.p.m. model). Axial wind
velocities of 200 m.p.lf. and upwards are obtainable in the California Institute
of Technology wind tunnel, hence the airspeed of full scale flight could be used.
The irreparable difference in Reynold's Number lay in the c'varacterictic length,
which of necessity remained at one sixth full scale. It should be noted that if
the length of chord be used for the characteristic length, the Reynold's Number
of even a full scale propeller element Is s :all corn -.red to the Reynold's
Number of a full scale airfoil section as used in a wing. Research in the
(7)
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z^ r.3 ** z.s" z.<. 2.7 t.e
There results a couple tending to raise the entering edge of the blade. The
strength of this couple varies approxi itely with the square of the air velocity
over the blade element and linearly with its effective angle of attack.
Tip Loss:- Inextricably bound up with blade deflection in our experimental
data is tip loss. Our tip sneeds were those of full scale, ^oth British and Amer-
ican experiments have shown, however, that at high tin speeds scale effect will
be more strongly in evidence than at lower speeds.
The plot of points for 12°, 16°, and 20° blade angles, two bladed propeller,
showed effects of tip speed and blade deflection. A special study was made of
o
these conditions for the 16 blade setting and is presented in Figures 6 & 7.
The 16° blade setting was chosen because the greatest variations in power and
tip speed were obtained with this setting and the recorded data could be compared
with a lower setting, 12°, and a higher setting 20°. it is to be noticed that
only these thr e lowest settings for the two bladed propeller gave such variations
in experimental data as to require fairing independent from the final plot, the
three bladed propeller, having one additional blade lending its quota of work
to provide a given thrust, showed insufficient scatter of points even at the
lowest blade setting to warrant preliminary fairing.
Returning to Figures 6 & 7, it can be seen that under the hi -her power load-
ings the characteristic curves of the propeller move over in the direction to
join the family of curves of the next higher blade setting. If one scales off
the shift of the curve T
c
vs J in Figure 6, against the main interval between
curves, 4°, an indication is .^iven of the effective twist of the blade in terms
of bl^de setting at the .75 radius. As the tip speed increases, however, the effect
of increase of blade angle is gradually overcome by tip loss and the curve drons
back a^ain, to or beyond, the curve obtained from lower power loading.
The question arises as to how the fairing of V vs J curves of Figure 7,
shall be carried out under such circumstances in order to represent practically
the efficiency of the propeller at the given blade angle. The method actually
used ?/as something of a compromise. Below the peak efficiency ( and the region
(9)
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in which the ~ro->oller would ordinarily be working) the e of the curves
was taken, "elc is worked u~ a very comprehensive and co: ^lete set of data
on the correction of propulsive efficiency for tip speed, ^he envelope of eff-
iciency curves is our ber.t estimate of t-.e efficiency of tr.e r ro el lor vithout
ti loss. A noint ta :en from the curve then In t:.is region ay he corrected for
tip loss isir. : elck's full scale results in this connection.
The region to the ri^ .t of the peak ar.d the ~eo:< itself resent a greater
problen. Reasonably the lower power loadings could oe used nd 9 correction apx -
lied for power ( that is- blade deflection due to po ver loading , but lower
power means lover forces actually measured and it siiiall forces our experimental
accuracy falls off. .ence the writers took arbitrarily a JHM mean of the
points at the peac efficiency and beyond as being the best representation of
actual characteristics of the propeller at the given blade setting. The final
data
faired curve used in r>rosentin,:* the. Is shown dotted In igure 7.
''ind Tunnel "."all Interference:-
lince at the sretch ~~^^</'// ' //////
toNSTf?4/nr of Walls Paises
Veloc/ty at Propeller
will indicate that free air
conditions do not exist in Q...
ind tunnel, but that ^<-"''~~,"~r
constriction of f-e walls /^
on the flow :ire o e ( <-.t higher effective velocity to the air in which
proneller i^ cing * compared to that velocity were the uroueller o era*
in free air. CUauert ( ii . 1066) has developed a feirly accurate aoproxJ
fomul^ for this increase . elocity. Hauart's formula h' s een u?ed to compute
a correction for wind tunnel wall interference explicable to our co Utions.
'icure 8. shows this correcticr in rems of th^ t rust -^efficient T ; ?igui
c
shows the ratine of !\, used erlment. I 9 evident t t this cor ection















Torque, Q -.2 to + .7 Kg. M,
.005 kj-M.
Blade an^le 12° to 36° 0?1
Revolutions/sec. ,n 50 to 250 r. p. s. 0.2 p.p. s.
Svery effort was made to represent accurately the actual quantities measured.
Diaoussion of Pro eller Data:-
It must be noted that with the model's thrust line horizontal the
propeller was acting in front of a wing at a C^ 0.3. Assuming elliptical
lift distribution
,
(with no distortion due to slipstream), and an upwash
at the propeller ahead of the wing equal to .75 of the downwash at the wing,
(the value of .75 was estimated from Glauert's " Aerofoil and Airscrew Theory"
page 152), it can be seen that the nropeller was acting in an upwash of
75 L o
* x57.3 » 0.68 This corresponds to about a cruising attitude,
7TAR
level flight, for the normal airplane.
It must be noted also that the full length blade was used whereas in
practice the blade usually has some of the tip length removed. Figure 10,
shows the principal charactepi sties of the blade used.
Figures 11. & 12. are two and three bl ded propeller, basic working
Af> ttfafMeJ fr,w eu-r the**<orftn*>.
Charts^ It must be emphasised that in computing C for entering the three
bladed propeller chart( Figure 12.) that full power should be used.
Figures 13. - 18. present various cornparisions of the data obtained.
In order to ascertain the appropriateness of applying the model data to
full scale propellers a considerable amount of data on full scale proneller
settings was obtained. The writers are indebted to the various airplane
manufacturing concerns for their kind and helpful cooperation in this study.
V
Whan worked up and plotted on the propeller characteristic charts, ths j^ vs Cg
tu.
points group surprisin : 1 along the 1 ; o" best efficiency as deter-.ilned
by the model tests (cf. ;ren 13 14 ). The blade angles differ consider"
from those of the model propeller but this may be expected from the differences
in blade design and the amount of the tip of the blade removed to meet desi
conditions. The flight test data (cf. Tables 1-3) are included in this n>aper
because they were carefully compiled and should furnish good design inforr/ition.
.It should be noted that blade angles, 3, are taken at the 42" station in many
cases instead of at the .75 radius as was done in the model experiment.
A study of the flight test data and com arison with Figures 13 a. 14 will
show that many of the points are special cases. 2xamples are two pitch pr
ellers at low pitch, and the same at high pitch where the propeller blade annle
has been r;iven full throw against a stop.
Figure 15 compares the 3.A.L.C.I.T. two bladed propeller results wit:,
those obtained by the N.A.C.A. The comparison is made with the data from
Fuselage -6, (Figure 14), of N.A.C.A. Report § 350, which resembled our
configuration better than any of the other configurations used by the N.A.C.
.
in thnt it had a completely cowled engine. Unfortunately the fuselage is rect-
sjvular in cross section and wing and tail surfaces are absent. The lower
envelope of efficiency curves from the ".A.L.C.I.T. data can be attributed,
in the writers' opinion, to the presence of the win-, to different s\-ipe and
relative size of fuselage, and to scale effect. In Figure 16, (comparison of
two and t v ree bladed characteristics) , it is interesting to n^te that diff-
erences are not so great as -as been ~enerally asruned.
figure 17 shows that "eick's recomr.ended 70$ power absorption by a three
bladed propeller as against a two bladed propeller is a good average assumption,
but that at hipher advance ratios the three bladed is operating under ^pre-
conditions.
Figure 18 com- ares 3.A. L.C.I.T. and N.A.C. /v. curves( fuselage 6 Fir-ure 14
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Power introduces another dimension into wind tunnel
calculations in that it is necessary to specify under what power
condition the model is acting. However, of the infinite amounts
of nower input which might be investigated far every attitude of
the airplane, only certain ranges are of practical importance.
In order to obtain an estimate of the range of cowers which it
was felt desirable to investigate, a typical conventional airplane
corresponding to the model was considered. The u^per limit on
power was taken as that corresponding to the maximum power available
for such a plane as a function of its velocity at sea-level. The
lowor limit was taken as that corresponding to the power required
for level flight at sea-level as a function of velocity. In
order that the results might be applicable to other normal tilanes
with somewhat different characteristics, the rarvie of lowers in-
vestigated was considerably extended beyond these two limits. It
should be explicitly pointed out that the characteristics assumed
far the full size airnlane are used only to determine the limits of
power investigated and do not enter into the determination of
effects of power. In order to nresent the stability and pitching
moment results, it was also necessary to assume a center of gravity
location relntlva to the mean aerodynamic chord. Thin was chosen
from the full scale characteristics of the typical convention
aim lane mentioned above.
(13)
The typical airplane was taken as the Lockheed
Vega since its geometrical form, win^ section, etc. correspond
•fairly closely to those of the model. The following full scale
data were assumed: Weight, "V - 5000 lbs.; center of gravity at 36/6
of the mean aerodynamic chord and four inches above the thrust
line, and maximum brake horsepower 550.
From model tests were taken:
2
Equivalent uarasite area, p: 6.44 ft.
Airplane efficiency factor, e: .89
Uaximura propulsive efficiency, r? raax : .825
Blade angle at .75 radius, p: 30.3°
devolutions per Minute at maximum power, N: 1350
These data in combination with the physical dimensions of the mo 'el to
full scale gave, in Oswald's notation: (see NACA ::e-ort 408)
1 3 - 3.23, lp - 777, lt - 11, A * 8.5.
table of thrust horsepower required against velocity was
then made up using sinking speed due to parasite loading wa and
sinkin speed due to effective span loading w8 at various velocities.
i^irust horsepower available at velocity was determined
%
approximately by Rj ~ ; -Rj and 3 to get C3 ; -C 3 , y , to get ThT)r .
^ne standard ', hruot horse^ovfr ava
s1
r curves wero transmuted to a form nuituble Tor wind
The ordinate, power, vio id C s , became J; and
the abscir.- - ttd Cl became ciy. ( ;u » wind tunnel an-le of
14!
attack).
The conventional thrust horsepower available and required
curves are shorn in fi mre 19. 'O curves converted to a
form suitable far wind tunnel work are represented in figure 20.
The appropriate wind tunnel "q" was determined by
examinin .• data of Tc a/?alnst J from previous wind tunnel runs.
k vertical traverse was made across the power curves
usin^ "n" as the controlled variaMe, as indicated in firure 20.
^or example, at a wind tunnel an^le of attack of +2° a wind tunnel
velocity corresponding to q - ill - 10 grams per square centimeter,
was used, and the revolutions per second of the model propeller were
varied in seven equal increments from 69 to 11" r.p.s. It is
ent then that all nower conditions, fron that somewhat under
the nower required for level fli.-'Jit, to that corre^ • to
somewhat more than maximum power output, were covered. This was
the laboratory procedure for the power -on condition.
The effects of nower on lift, dra/-, and pitch! ent
were desired, in order to furnish information on free fli
per:' bllity, and control characteristic o of hi^h wins
monoplanes,
ower on Lift, Drar . • ' •: , o,-.--nce
In or ler to 'ive a satisfactory discussion of this su
it is necessarv to analyze the problem somewhat more closely than














clinbln,T (or gliding c ele rs ted flight . The forces acting
in the direction of the flirht path maybe split up into a thrust,
a drar, and a gravity force as shown in the ac cormanyin*? diagr
where
T component of thrust in the direction of the flight path,
D = drag,
e - angle of cli
ff « wei ght
v
V velocity alon- the flight pat
The equilibria condition is
1) D + W sin 9 - T
The precise definition of D and T has not yet beer
However, before discussing this question, let ua first transform 1)
to a more familiar and convenient form. Multiplying by V, er-




2) CdU.J) q S v W sin . V - P V'i ,J)
where the variables upon which CD and -y' nay depend have beer
pllcitly indicated. It will be noted that equation 2) is Just
the usual performance equation.
;e have just stated that the precise significance of
i T in 1) had not yet been -^iven. This neans tbi-t in 2),
CD and r>
% have not yet been exactly defined. Actually wo nay de-
fine either one in a rather arbitrary fashion, the other is then
determined by the fact that the forces irai^t be in equilibrium, i.e.
lion 2) must be satisfied.
It has been customary in the past to define Crj^.'.J)
by equating it to Cdo (-0 which is the dra/- coefficient of the air-
9 without propeller. Then in order that 2) may be sat;
the propeller efficiency Vl' ,J) should be replaced by a propulsive
efficiency 7? ( ,J) determined from wind tunnel tests on an air
or model with propeller running and Tor all nertinent values of
id . 2) would then take the form
3) CDo ( :) q S.7 + W sin © • 7 - P V (a,J)
Practically all propulsive efficiency investigations in
»t have been restricted to the case of zero inclination of
of y or. J is veil known, while
its der-jndence on C has been very little discussed. on^ of
the essential aims of the present series of terts to furnish data on
(17)
variation of propulsive effi with thrust aais inclination.
The data so obtained could be presented In the form of a series of
normal propulsive efficiency chart i ea ch corresponding to a definite
value of a or thrust axis inclination, "owever, the complications
introduced into normal performance calculations, through the neces-
sity of usin^ such a family of propulrive efficiency charts, would
be so overwhelming that it is very doubtful whether the data would
be of any practical service. An entirely different method of pre-
senting the results, based on a rather different point of view with
respect to the performance equation as been surges ted by Dr. Clark
illikan, and gives the data in such a form that the designer
can use them in performance estimation without any essential modi-
fication to the normal calculation procedure.
In introducing this new method we return to equation 2)
and replace ^'(-.J) by a propulsive efficiency Vo^) which is
determined from measurements at zero inclination of the thrust
axis, i.e. Y) is just the propulsive efficiency which is customarily
given in the standard propeller charts. Then in order that 2)
maybe satisfied, we must replace C-q by an effective drag coefficient,
CDe » so that the performance equation now takes the form:
4) CDe (u,J) q S-V W sin Q • V - P V {J)
(Note that at zero inclination of the thrust axis,
equations 3) and 4) are identical, I.e. r? » 77 Q and Cp - (V ).
Vith this equation, oerfomance i« calculated in exactly the normal
manner, usin/r the standard propulsive efficiency charts, the only
(18)
ted instead of Cd . "e shall re-
turn later I of how this modification is acco
plishod and shi 1 Bee that no considerable additional labor is
required. We tu5t first, however, investigate the manner ?h
Cj) ^ay be determined from our wind tunnel tests.
In the accompanying d the forces in the direction
of the relative wind which act on the model mounted in the wind
tunnel are indicated. R is the resultant force exerted by the "iQdel
'////////////////s ///// ////////' on the drag ri
token P8 positive in
¥_ ^ 4 T n ^0 p > the direction of the d
force. Hence the external
force which the drag
'// ; > /// > ' > > t / / > > > > > ; f / / / '/ ' >' / > >
'
rigglgg exerts on. the. modeJL is R, taken as positive in the direction
of the thrust. The diagram, which has been drawn with all forces
positive, is exactly analogous to the previous free-flight diagram
except that the wind-tunnel diagram corresponds to a case in wv ich
T < C, i.e. to an airolane in gliding rather than climbing flight.
condition that the forces be in equilibrium leads to the equation
D = T + R,
or multiplying bji V and defining the drag', coefficient and pro-
pulsire efficiency exactly as in 4):
5) CDe(a,J) q S V - R 7 - P y
(J)
ith 4), we see that the wind tunnel and free-;'
ro identical if
6) R - -1 sin 9
(19)
This ireans that the resull rted by the drag balance on
the mo 'el plays exactly t »'ole in the wind tunnel as does
the ccreponent of the gravl -.Ion- the fli'^ht nath in un-
aocelerated free fli-Jht. If v;e rioter- ine values of Cq in the wind
tunnel for a series of valuer, o , the former are identical with
the values of Cdb *- n free flifht ?or the corresponding values of
W sin 9.
It appears now that -o mat determine Coe as a function of
three independent parameters . J, .'tnd ?, However, it is easy to
see that only two are independenl . Dividing 5) by q S 7 and intro-
diicins the coefficient of resultant force Cr ^/qS we obtain
Cd-UiJ) - CR +
p 7o
q S V
But, at a ;iven a, Cp is a function only of ", i.e. J - T( ,Cr).
Honce, introducing torque and revolutions per seco;
CDe(a,C R ) - CR + 11L^ ly
It is convenient to replace the variable a by the lift coe:
0^ since the latter is the essential parameter in the Tree fli
If 'e define the lift as the resultant aerodynamic for'1
to 7 (including any contribution from inclined thrust) then th
tunnel measurements sive a 0.(0-^), (cf. Fi£. 22). Hence we o
the final equation for the determination of C$Q :
(20)
C^, Cp, md J are measured in the wind tunne"
and V \.3) is obtained from ive efficiency chartso r«
corresponding to zero thrust inclination.
It nov only remains to express Cr in terms of a parameter
having a significance in free flight. If we follow the definition
^iven above and take L as the resultant aerodynanic force Derpendicular
to the relative wind (fli.^bt nath) then we see from the first ciia-
of this section that for unaccelerated, rectilinear fli
L - W cos e.
with 6)
j » - tan e,
or finally
CR - C L tan ©.
Hence on. tunnol observations finally ^ive
te remits may then be expressed in the fc rr. of a family
of polara of C> V3 » Cl» each polar oorrespondin con3to:
of clinr.i (or ?lide) 0. These nolsrs will be ct^r
of those in t v e acoompanyli fcch , nossesslw a common intersection
> correspo zero thrust axis inclination, which will
normally be near t 'ittitude of the airplane.
(21)
m finally to the
quest - low such data can most easily
be used in performance analyses. ?ol-
lowin i we may define the airplane




e • tf AR
/ b2 /(AR » aspect ratio /5, and Cp^ = parasite drag coefficient)
where e is chosen so as to determine as nearly a constant value of
CD-n as is possible over the flying range. Mow since all of the polars
will normally intersect close to the axis, Cl t Cr> will be
nractically the same for all, and the effect of variations in 9 can
be taken into account by varying e only. This means that we may
present all of the wind tunnel data pertinent to normal nerformance
calculations by living
11) e - e(e).
s
Performance calculations may then be carried out in the conventional
manner except that for any particular angle of climb the appropriate
value of e, and hence of span loading, must be taker.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the experimental results
in the light of the above considerations, it might be pointed out that
angle of climb as introduced above appears to be the noat satis-
factory dimensionless parameter which can be found for describing the
condition of power output under which an airplane is operating. Mot
only the performance characteristics of this section, but also
stability and control results of the next are presented 1^ of
i r-onvor raneter 0,
experimental lift and drag remits are -iven in 'iga. 21
Zl 3 that - tion of >ower fctle
in -e in t ;e
expect snsion 1
to (1) liftwl3e force -onorated by tho propeller when Inclined to the
free air strean velocity, and (2) the effect of in velocity
of t over tho center of the win- ii
lo r. e considered as due to tho scouring action
i accelerated flow on regions of incipient break down of flow
as in the interference dra- region at the intersection of wing and
. 21, power conditions other than that for level
flight are onitted for clarity. They colncj ictically
tieally -ht curve givej , up to the point where t
parts from the power-off (no propeller) nolar.
in- deficiencies in nower correspond ing to
increasi n, naths, cause the pov?er-on polar to e
Pf polar more and more clo;:el-.
effect of now<"'r on the lift against angle
urve. The vel< rve for U on condition of





that for hi -h
/v^^/P/^ 2/
J.HOI7J
->3A3~l' ~1 ST <$ (Hc/ttf) AXI3<
f^/ao/?£- 2Z
wing monoplanes similar to that ii r-on in.-
quite notice'
with e, x>ower-off, for performance crdculations.
Effect of Fewer on -"itching foment
,
__
static Longitudinal t- ibi lity
,
and 2leva tor Jf f
Pitchii it coefficients about osition
were determined in tha usual manner from the observe
moment about the axis of rotation of the model, the lift fore
the resultant drat force R. ' i • . 23 shows the effect of power on
pitching moment vs. lift curve. The definite destabilizing effect
is apparent. In the case of the wing and fuselage alo
that of the complete model, the slope of the moment curve 1
.riven a positive increment by the addition o£ Dower. The effect of
varying decrees of power is shown in the curve for the compl Jt
contours are drawn in for tan 9 i.05, 1.10, etc. , in equal inc
nents. It appears desirable to extend the study to the case of the
idling propeller where the power is negative, i.e. a braking power,
which would involve developing a negative torque equal to the friction
torque of the idling engine (itself a rather variable quantity).
Develop in': and recording a negative torque wa3 quite feasible wit]
our apparatus but involved oneratin-: ;elays which would have drawn
out further an already extended investigation.
Fig, 24 .now s the effect of power on the effectiveness
the elevator. It is seen that the effectiveness of this control at
all "up" angles, and at the larger ''down" angles, is enhanced by the
(24)
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'^othin/-: thus far has been said of the rotntin ; character
of the flow behind the wow Her. Unfortunately difficulties in
technique and lao:c of time prevented an investir'at. ; on in t
direction.
An effort was made to unearth sone satisfactory method
of nredictin*? the slipstream effect on longitudinal static stability.
The technical staff of the Curtiss Company some years
combined contemporary theory and some empirical aropeller formulae,
in order to express the change in an Tie of attack at the tail
surface for various power conditions. Knowing the change in effec-
tive angle of attac.c at the tall and the increase in velocity due
to slipstream, the change in lift on the horizontal surface can
be estimated and hence the change in pitching moment. (See Curtiss
Renort '2721 "Slipstream Effect on tfings and Tailplane", v.. - : . UiHe
In applying this method, some assumption as to the nortior
of the horizontal tail surfaces effectively within the slin^tream
should certainly he incorporated. Estimated changes in moment by
this method when applied to the mo 3 el tests of this renort showed a
rattier generous margin of conservation.
A second method suggests itself. \ tail effectiveness
analysis such as thrt ^iven by Dr. C. . "illilcan in his course in
Aerodynamics of the Airplane, can be used with an arbitrary cor-
rection to the tail efficiency factor, V\ t to allow for slipstream.
The arbitrary correction can be found by reference to standard tests,
(26)
r-on, in the wind tunnel for
;
effect, but it cai
or t'lpi trut .
The metl oJ of tall moment entination i mmarized
en folic
m f -^r mce of nn :le of • t t lc ; 'or zer » lift f '••• 1
^ Z. between Cl - for wii
"lone end Cl = for teil alone,
v
J
Sr " t * d -
'
'
°t Sr - ;
£ r *— - do - to tail
t n
€ -m do"m\7**flVi at tetl due to
w rr
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- down 1,'' . eh *o wirv*
•if feet Le of att
n
L^ - a x effective angle of ntt c
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'L+. Assuming elliptic
~r~ ^"d lift distribution
for wing and tail
surface









Tor the pitching moment of the complete airplane is made up of that
il and o" another term primarily that of wing and fuselage but
Lu Ling nil other factors.
- Mw7 + Mj. - \? - \ % where H - tail length
2
CwT? + O" where C

















" - 7t i~
«d
and »?t w111 account for effective velocity at the tail, and other
errors such as that of the assumption of -.via-; downwash at the tail.
(28:
It t the t<
exir93slor. derived above for -*uo to + <<il la con-
troll I th a stabi'
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y ^ can then be d^termin^d by graphical solution o
for any operatj Thir, can bo done for the ordinary
"ind frinrjol ithout nroneller and then an an*
. rer-on for the t ne of plane - ill.
The correction can he entiiiated by roference to power-on to~ts of
models of sinilnr t"De.
In our experiment the slopes of the tall no-rent curves
• C^ for virion Ions wore determln phically, nnd
th° tail efficiencies conputed. For our nodel
1 - ' ' .T7 1
dCrH
_
_ jp 2 n - 50 .2
- •
~
- "ft P7 O
/
.
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Con litIon
Power-on, C^ ron^e for normal flight








-on, entire ranp;e of C L » wan value, .232 .872





Pence if ^ were determined from an ordinary wind tunnel
model of the airplane tyoe used in this experiment, it should be re-
duced 0.04 in order to approximate power-on effectiveness.
A comparison of the individual contributions of the win/?
ami fua unit, and of the tail, to the destabilised condition,












-.059 - .185 - .244
-.085 - .170 - .256
.027 - .015 + .012
Which indicates that the win- find -e, and the tail, have shared
al iost eruall." in reducing the longitudinal static stability.
The writers feel that in thir research problem of power
effects on a hifih win- monoplane, the fiold of power-on investigation
has been barely touc ed. The no'el used can be readily converted to
low ; i there is. in process of manufacture, a tail on which the
horizontal surface displac Lcally as well as havi
(30)
adjustable stabilizer incidence, elevator anle, and tab angle.
It is hoped that the next class of graduate students in aeronautics
at the California Institute of Technolo-^ r Till be able to extend
the glimpse we have had of power effects on the airplane.
Grateful acknowledgment is made to the staff of assistants
in the wind tunnel, to Dr. , r .. Klein for his able design of our
amaratus, to Dr. 2, B. "lillikan for his direction of our research
schedule and valuable assistance with many ~notty problems, and to
the head of the Department of Aeronautic s, Dr. Theodor von Karman,




































recti on of air velocity
dr . ^or^r-of^ -
forc^ ^owor-or, defined as ir tort
air^ L
forr>« -' r normal to its nxi.° of rotation
altituri" rel
prop- r «io »
a const-
lift, fl pc to .- velocJ *
tail len * . itor hi'
rformanco naranet^r
span load in- T^rformance ber r *




X « win/> loedir. « ^w S
M » pitching moment of model about c. •.
I>ip pitching moment of arope-.ler about intersection of its axis of
rotation and plane of the blades
N = revol.it ions per minute
n = revolutions ner second
P « pcrar (normrlly brake horsepower)
- torque developed in propeller shaft
~xi torque coefficient » " "
p V2!)3 SqD3
Rj * ratio J to design J
% = ratio K to design maximum N
Ry = ratio 7 to design maximum V
q » dynamic uressure » . .
2
R - resultant dragwise force, power -on




Te » effective thrust
Thpa thrust horsepower available
Thpr = thrust horsepower required
V air velocity
v"_ » air velocity in slipstream
a weight of airplane
w « doenwash velocity
= an -lo of ttacfc (measured from thrust a >eriment
)
» blad'; angle of nvopellor
A Icates "inc in"
6 m total linear Reflection
£ = dovm - lo.
TeVy propulsive efficiency —^— at Q. -
yj = propulsive efficiency at ' : other than zero
ff t
- tnll efficient
cl imb [ do )
A. o ^erfor i
lty
g- * ai a .'lty relative to at 'ity at gcn-level





D = - [ s iniplied by"
*cf. '
.
.. L Report 4-oe.
*<4-
side ?(r.cs o:: a YAvrsp pkopsllsp.*
Appendix "by C. 3. Millikan
X u
Let a = thrust loading per unit length of span alon~ a blade
b = toroue force loading per unit length of span along a blade
adr = thrust on a blade olement dr
rbdr = toroue on a blade element dr
X,Y,£ = forces on propeller
X = thrust, Y 3 side force
The relative wind striking the propeller has components U, v.
I. general v « V, i.e. we consider snail angles of ,ra?7.
* cf. It. G. Harris "Trees or. a Propeller Due to Sideslip", K & V. 5Jo. U27;
and ". Grlauert "The Stability Derivatives of an Airscrew", H & U No. 6U2.
A - I
ttant 1ft the posit: on of a
propeller bl- le. £" Indicates summation over all ( iller
blad<
Zl adr : Y = 2.1) X = _ ; Z sin ° r
Consider the propeller acting in a purely axial Telocity
t a -iven J = —— . Then the equilibrium conditions are:
nS
Y = Y = 0, and X = Xq
for tht changed X,Y due to a side wind v. If v
is 3mall , we assume
X = T t ^*- v = Xn f 7vv
2 )
° Bv ° ^
Y = Y + |X_ v = vYv
How a and b tportional to the local u^ (u circuoferent
velocity) and to a function of the local J = J', i.e. a,b *^u'-f(j)
re
?.nr u
V.'rite a = ku'f(J'). Let 8 corrc \o an increment
at a giv Le element due to a change In co .ditions at the element
.
S& a ku2 .f(J») • 2iu t vnZr dt S f
u 3J' f
= a • 2 •£& + ^a fji
u d.T«
A 2
.'. £a = 2(a is I -Si <5ji)
u 2 ^J'
5 b 2(b -£i 1 JLb 5j«)
u 2 d J'
But ji = £2 .'. 5ji r -2L1 jLa a _ji ijiU u u u
... S a =' 2JL1 (a- V Lk)
u 2 a j« ;
S b = 2 li (t - J' il )
u 2 a j»
and ii = 2 "n- nr
,
S u = -v sin 6 . • . .£i = _ I_§JJL£
a 2Tfnr
£ o = v sin 6 yy
nr
,) 51) s - X_sin_e ^ b
nr
J : -5
Here we h^ye replaced the local J 1 - —U— by J = ^ (or Z-)
2n-nr 2rrnR nD
This is justified by the following argument:
9 J nR 3 U_
nH
j* af(rj _. u_ a f
3 J • nr 3 U_
nr
A- 3





: . — r constant
n
j ±1 '1 U. ., 3 f
] derivative in Z^ means Just this, i.e. we consider the
:<rce on a ~ive:i blade elo~ aerod:Tianiic con-
ditions
. . J' Tr-r, = J -5—p .*. ^ is independent of r.
$ x a vJL = <^ Z
J
adr = Z ( S adr
SY = 2 f S fc sin 6 dr '
ITore the Integration and variation are interchangeable since the ex-
Ln a .and b
.
.
• . $ x = Z - v sln e A
TT n J T
o
si = Z • v sin2 e \
n J
A b £r
Now since ^ is independent of r we nay interchange its position
with that of the integral sign. We are interested only in the
averare force which r.cans we must integrate over 6 from —* 2 V
and divide by 2 V . This will rive the average force per blr.de.
A- +





Hence the thrust due to side-slip is zero for small side-slips.
In discussing the integral in U) it is convenient to
define a dimensionless torque loading factor R :






) T « v_ Zi q /3 dr
2rr nR2 J r
2trnH2 * J r rO I
Now, in the R & U*8 (loc. cit) , it is assumed that
6) )(3f--* = universal constant independent of J,
i.e. all torque jading curves for all propellers are similar and have
A-5-
ne independent of J,
S Y =
" v *^0
rrVD v ' 2 dJ ;
. 2KQJ J dO,
re vD 2Qc dJ
7)
Q^ = torque coefficient
k =
. !
In . 1 il iB




i< - /oq —
-
r J ;,
S j on as .17!
' >-},t
= 2.06 .'.A = ?. S io.~ fi -5.7
Unr inclined Lc 9 to 1
rt- 6
* - |?f (i-V .#
8)
> = I £ ^
* 2Qc dJ
F is in tho same direction as the side vector v.
In R. <3s II. 6U-2, it is assumed that




= j^d - a2 )
where ^ = /
J
'. J *° T
c
=
°' i,e * J for zero ^rust




.-. F = 2JiC£ ( +i __^l_.
2 a - A3'
But 7 = -22— .-. o = -3SL
< 2ft' nQ,
' 2trn
.•. j - 2K TJ2 a -f 'A 3
?
. ? __ k J^ 2(2r. -*• A?)
•
' * 21? 7m <*- A 3)




a = 1.325, ^=3.6
f\- 7
es for a and K arc thor.c -Wen ir. the
"- M.'s. We hare alread liscuaeed the nc
of K. Consider a
,*K#




. 26 are plotto ap-
proximations to C*ji and Cn. It la
rations may be determined so as to fi'
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